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When buying a home, most people probably first think of the financial
responsibility. Don’t let yourself forget, however, about the time and labor
that home ownership also requires. Just like regular oil changes for your
car keep your engine happy and healthy, keeping up with regular home
maintenance tasks will keep you from future headaches and wasted
money.
It can be intimidating to think about these various tasks, especially if you’re
a new homeowner. It’s a long list — there’s no denying that. The good
news is that you can do the majority of it on your own without much
experience. Google and youtube are your best friend, and if you really get
stuck, call up your local handyman to help you out.
In order to maximize your efficiency and actually get all of these tasks
done, you might want to create a home maintenance calendar for yourself.
Whether online or on paper, you can jot down small, regular tasks for each
weekend and not be too overwhelmed. We’ve listed tasks that need to be
done monthly, quarterly,
and biannually. We’ve
also given you a list of
tasks to be completed
seasonally. Not every
expert agrees as to
which task needs to be
done in which season,
so this isn’t a black and
white list, necessarily.
Do what works for you
and your schedule, and
as long as all these
things get
accomplished, your
home will be happy for
years and years to come.
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Monthly
■

■

Inspect, and possibly change out HVAC filters. Many experts will
say to change the
filters monthly,
but that’s not
always
necessary. For
smaller families
without pets or
allergies, you’ll
likely be okay
changing the
filters every 2-3
months. If the
filter is dirty,
change it out,
otherwise
inspect it again
next month. I’ve
also been told by handymen to go with cheaper filters and replace
them more often versus going with the expensive filters.
Clean kitchen sink disposal. There are a bunch of ways to do this,
but the handiest and best all-around solution seems to be vinegar ice
cubes. Put some vinegar in an ice tray and let it freeze, then run the
ice cubes through the disposal. It freshens it, but as a bonus, ice
sharpens the blades. You’re welcome

■

Clean range hood filters. If you’ve never thought of doing this,
you’re in for a real “treat” when you get that filter off the hood to clean
it for the first time. Most handymen suggest simply using a degreaser
from an auto parts store mixed with hot water. Let the filter sit for a
few minutes, rinse it off, and you’re good to go.

■

Inspect your fire extinguisher(s). We’ll assume you have and know
how to use an extinguisher. This inspection doesn’t require much:
ensure it has easy access (not being blocked by a garbage can or
anything else), that the gauge shows adequate pressure, and that it
has no visible signs of wear and tear.
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Quarterly
■

■

Test smoke/carbon dioxide detectors. Another simple task; your
detectors should have a “test” button. If the alarm sounds, you’re
good to go. If not, replace batteries immediately and test again. If it
still doesn’t sound, it’s possible there’s simply corrosion on the battery
terminal, and it won’t detect new batteries. Clean it and try again. If it
still doesn’t work, you’ll likely need a new detector.
Test garage
door autoreverse
feature. In
1993, federal
law required
all garage
doors to have
this feature
after multiple
child deaths.
Test every
month by
placing a 2×4 on the ground where the door would close. It should
reverse after a second or so when the door hits the wood. Also test
the photoelectric sensors if you have them by placing something in
front of them (not your body). If the door doesn’t immediately go back
up, you have a problem.

■

Run water and flush toilets in unused spaces. This mostly applies
to guest bathrooms, or any other sinks/water sources you don’t use
on a regular basis. The idea is to prevent grime or any other kind of
build up. Regularly running a little bit of water through will prevent this

■

Check water filters. You should check and replace filters as needed
on the refrigerator and the faucet to continue getting fresh drinking
water.
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Biannually
■
■

■

Test your water heater’s pressure relief valve. This will prevent
mineral and corrosion buildup, which safeguards against leaks. It will
also help your heater run more efficiently.
Give your house a deep clean. Take one Saturday every six months
with your whole family, and give the whole house a proper deep
clean. Appliances, windows, dusting every nook and cranny
(including the basement), etc. Keeping things clean and not letting
dirt/grime/dust build up over years and years will help keep your
home in tip-top shape.
Replace batteries in smoke/carbon dioxide detectors. I’d never
heard this before, actually. I just assumed you changed it out when it
started giving you the low battery beeping noise. This tip was in
everything we researched, however. With something as important as
this, you can’t be too careful, and batteries won’t break your bank.
Change ‘em out every six months.

Vacuum your refrigerator coils. I actually learned this tip from a
refrigerator repairman, and our research confirmed it. The fridge can use
up to 15 percent of your home’s total power, so you want it running as
efficiently as possible. Over time, the coils get dirty and your fridge requires
more juice. You can save up to $100 a year by doing this, and it’s not at all
a difficult task.
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Annually (Organized by Season)
Spring
Spring is a big month for home maintenance. They don’t call it “Spring
Cleaning” for nothing. Especially focus on the exterior of your home as it’s
just gone through winter and is preparing for summer heat, and in some
parts of the country, brutal humidity.
Check the exterior drainage. Will rain water flow away from the house?
Puddles should not stand around your home for more than 24 hours. If
water stays, or moves toward your foundation, you have a few options.
First, check your gutters. It could be a bad spout or a loose connection
there; they may also just need cleaning. Second, you can grade the area
around your home yourself with some dirt; this has worked just fine for me
in the past. Third, for pavement, you can have professionals come out and
raise it so it drains away from your home.
Clean out
gutters.
They’ve likely
accumulated
leaves from the
fall and grime/
sediment from
the winter
snows and/or
rains.

Inspect the
exterior of
your home. Is
any paint chipping? Is any siding damaged from winter? Are there any
holes in your brick? Take a close look all around your house, and make any
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repairs as needed. Also be sure to check the foundation for any cracks. A
good silicone/caulk can fix a lot of your problems.
■

Get your air conditioning system ready for summer; consider
having it serviced. This one really depends on your individual home,
and even which part of the country you live in. Some places mostly
just use window air units, while other places (like my home in
Colorado) use a big swamp cooler up on the roof — these are fairly
basic machines where a quick internet search can help you fix any
issues that come up. Also refer to the user guides for specific regular
maintenance. Central air is obviously a more complex system.
Getting it repaired by a professional should be around $100 or less,
and it will save money and headaches down the road.

■

Repair/replace
damaged
window
screens. You
don’t want bugs
making their way
in because you
missed a hole in
a window
screen. And no,
duct tape doesn’t
count. It can be
a quick fix, but
don’t leave it for
long. It just looks
bad.

■

Clear dead plants/shrubs from the house. This could double as a
gardening tip, but if you didn’t trim trees or shrubs in the fall, do so
now. Plants can weasel their way into cracks and holes on the
exterior of your home, causing damage and shortened longevity. Nip
that in the bud before it’s an issue. If you have decorative vines on
the exterior, pay close attention.
Check trees for interference with electric lines. Have
professionally trimmed if necessary.

■
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■

Inspect roofing for damage, leaks, etc. Look for any curling,
blistered or missing shingles or rust on flashing. Simple maintenance
is easy. Talk to a roofing contractor if your not sure of the fix

Summer
Summer is a great time to focus on the exterior of your home, as well as
your lawn and garden. It’s also perfect for having that garage door open
and utilizing the prolonged daylight to work on any manly projects you’ve
had on the backburner.
■

Check grout in bathrooms, kitchen, etc.; repair as needed. This
will prolong the life of your tiled surfaces and just looks better.

■

Inspect plumbing for leaks, clean aerators on faucets. Go around
to all your faucets and toilets and check for any small leaks. If you
have poor water pressure out of a faucet, the aerator is the likely
culprit and it’s an extremely easy fix.
■Take care of any insect problems you
may have. Summer is their playground.
You probably won’t have to look too hard
to notice any insect problems. Ants,
spiders, moths, etc., are all common, and
fairly easy to take care of. Keep cobwebs
clear, have ant poison handy, make sure
all doors are tightly closed, etc. If termites
are common in your area, this handy
article gives some tips on how you can do
some inspection and prevention yourself.
■Check and clean dryer vent, other
exhaust vents to exterior of home.
While the dryer is running, check that the
exhaust is coming out. It should smell
nicely of fresh laundry. If there isn’t much
exhaust, check for blockages as well as
you can. You may need a professional.
Also vacuum the lint from the hose at the
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dryer.
■

Clean garage. Cleaning the garage should be a summer ritual for
every man. Keeping it clean and tidy will extend its life, and it often
gets neglected of regular care. With all the extra dust it gets from the
manly projects you’re working on, you should actually clean it even
more. Once a year, however, give a thorough cleaning

■

Clean and repair deck/patio as needed. It generally just needs a
good washing. A deck may also need re-staining. Also check for any
loose boards or posts and repair as needed
Clean out window wells of debris. If you have a basement, you
also have window wells. All kinds of things can get down in there from
leaves, to trash, to animals.

■

Fall
Fall is an in-between season where you’re finishing up your summer home
maintenance tasks as well as getting your home ready for winter. Cold,
snow, and rain can do a number to a home, so you don’t want to ignore
winter preparation.
■

Flush hot water
heater and remove
sediment. This
prolongs the life of the
heater and helps with
efficiency as well.

■

Winterize air
conditioning systems.
Remove and store
window units. If you
have central air, cover
the outside unit with a
tarp or plastic sheeting
and secure with bungee
cords.
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■

Get heating system ready for winter. Check for any leaks in
windows or doors; these can cost an arm and a leg. Make sure
heating vents are open and not blocked by furniture. Get furnace
serviced/inspected at
least every other
year, preferably
annually. As with the
AC, this shouldn’t be
a huge expense.
Don’t forget about
fireplaces if you have
them.

■

Turn off and flush
outdoor water
faucets. Also flush
hoses and store
them. Winterize sprinkler systems as well, if you have one.

■

Get chimney cleaned, if you have one. Some folks say to do this in
the spring, some say fall. Either way, just make sure it’s done once
per year.

■

Test sump pump. You don’t want to wait until you need your sump
pump to find out it’s not working.

■

Check driveway/pavement for cracks. Make sure to have re-sealed
before winter; water can freeze and expand in the cracks, causing
more damage.

■

Buy winter gear. Have sidewalk salt (we are not fans of salt cause of
the damage they can do to the driveway and sidewalks, we
recommend play sand or bird seed), good shovels, etc., ready for
winter. You never know when that first snow will come!

Winter
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Winter is the time to go around the interior of your home and
check for any little things you may have overlooked, or perhaps
noticed and said, “I’ll get to that later.” Winter is your later. If
you have any interior honey-do projects, whether it be painting,
building shelves, etc., now is a great time to tackle those as well.
■

Test your electricity to the extent that you can. Always, always be
extra careful when working with electricity. You can do a couple things
on your own, though. Check that all outlets work; if they don’t, you
can re-wire them on your own. Also, test your GFCI outlets. There are
wildly varying opinions on how often to test this. Some say monthly,
others say annually.

■

Regularly check for ice dams and icicles. De-icing cables that sit
at the front of the roof work well. Don’t let icicles grow, as much as
the
kids
may

want
you to. They’re not only a danger to people standing beneath them,
but they’re incredibly heavy and can cause damage to your home.
They also can cause water damage to your foundation when
they melt.
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Tighten any handles, knobs, racks, etc. Go through the house and
inspect anything that could have a loose screw.
■

Check all locks and deadbolts on your doors and windows. If
anything doesn’t work right, replace.

■
■

Check caulking around showers and bathtubs; repair as needed.
Remove shower heads and clean sediment. This prolongs its life
and helps with water pressure as well.

■

Deep clean and inspect the basement. Basements are notoriously
overlooked, especially if they’re primarily just storage areas. Dust ‘em
up, clean any windows, make sure there isn’t mold anywhere, etc.
Give your basement a good inspection at least once a year.

Notes_______________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
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Checklist
EXTERIOR
• Check for damaged gutters, hangers and downspouts
• Remove debris in gutters and downspouts
• Check that gutters have proper slope towards the downspouts. This
should be 1/2in for every 10ft
• Tighten any loose screws or hangers
• Make any repairs to any holes or cracks and paint any exposed metal
(use extreme caution when walking on roofs)
• Check for any damaged shingles or tiles and replace as needed
• Check for any blisters or open seams on flat roofs
• Check roof flashing for damage
• Trim back any tree branches that make contact with the roof to avoid
premature wear to the roof
• Check for any leaks at all roof penetrations, like skylights, roof vents and
chimneys
• Check for rot or loose boards and replace as needed
• Caulk any cracks to avoid water getting behind the fascia and causing rot
• Scrape and repaint any pealing paint
• Check that the grade slopes away from the house this insures that water
is not creating foundation problems
• Rule of thumb is 1-inch of drop per foot of the first 6 feet
• The use of downspout extensions will help keep water away
• Mason walls - Check for deteriorated brick and missing mortar
• Stucco walls - check for excessive cracks or separation. Anything over a
1/16 inch should be monitored. They are many ways to fix cracks, they all
depend on size.
• Wood walls - check for rotten (created by water damage or contact with
earth), loose or damaged wood.
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• Look for insect or pest damage like termites, birds, mice and squirrels
• Keep all plants, trees and shrubs a minimal of 6 inches from the wall
surface to prevent premature wear or moisture damage
• Check that door, windows and trim are fitted properly and that there isn't
any excessive rubbing or excessive gaps
• Replace broken glass
• Check for any cloudiness in between panes of glass (the low-e gasses
have escaped and the window is not performing as needed)
• Repair any missing window glaze
• Repair screens or window and doors to keep the insects and water out
• Check all weather stripping in window and doors
• Check all door hardware for loose or missing parts, also lubrication can
be added to eliminate squeaky doors
• Check all safety devices and sensors on garage doors
• Remove all trash from window wells
• Clean and lubricate sliding glass doors
• Check for rot or insect damage
• Check for any pulling fasteners
• Repaint or stain any exposed wood
• Check that all stairs and railing is secured properly

INTERIORS
• Look for any evidence of deterioration inside and out on foundation walls
• Some small cracks are normal, watch for excessive moisture or
efflorescence
• Cracks, small cracks are normal sights of settling. Caulk and repaint
• Monitor them to see if they continue to open
• Check the operation of doors and window
• Check the reveal on doors
• Repair any missing grout
• Look for water damage to hardwood floor, especially around dishwashers,
refrigerators and washing machines
• Look for water damage to roof sheathing
• Check for rot, mold or fungus, this may indicate poor ventilation
• Clean ceiling fans to keep them in balance and running smooth
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ELECTRICAL
• Check for rust or water marks in serve panel
• Check that breakers and fuses are marked properly to the rooms the
operate
• Hand tighten fuses and that you have extras
• Trip breakers to verify they are not seized
• Test GFIs and note location of the GFI if they are wired in a series
• Check cord for cut, splits or frayed
• Check that all plugs fit tight and are not loose
• Check that all exterior outlets are GFI protected and weather tight and
covered

PLUMBING
• Check and repair any leak on drains, faucets, outside water bibs, water
lines for refrigerator, washing machines.
• Check all water connections for a snug fit. Don't over tighten them as this
can result in a broken pipe.
• Insulate pipes in unheated areas like crawlspaces
• Get in the habit of removing the water hose after each use. Frozen pipes
lead to leaking pipes
• Check all drains for clogs A sure sign is slow water when the drain is
open. Bathroom sinks and showers are prone to clogs.
• Check that toilets are not running continuously. This will drastically reduce
your water consumption and water bill
• Check the caulking around toilets, sinks and tubs
• Check lawn sprinklers for leaking valves and busted heads every spring
• Drain water heaters once a year to remove any sediment that will collect
at the bottom. Make sure to unplug or turn the gas off before draining and
to turn them back on after the tank is full

HEATING and COOLING
• Clean (reusable filters) or replace air filters every month (with cheaper
filters) and every 3 months with better filters.
• Clean dirt and dust from around the furnace and inside the registers 2-3
times a year. More often if you experience excessive dust or dirt
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• Listen for any abnormal sounds, like squeaking or knocking and report
them to a professional
• Clean outside compressor cabinet periodically doing the cooling months
to insure effective airflow
• Check that the humidifier damper is open in the winter and closed in the
summer
• Replace humidifier pad annually
• Shut off water supply to humidifier during the cooling months
• If at anytime you smell natural gas immediately leave and contact
the gas company
• Carefully check that the flame is even and blueish color. Call a profession
if it is a yellowish color
• We recommend that you have your chimney cleaned and serviced once a
year before using

SAFETY EQUIPMENT
• Test smoke and carbon monoxide detectors
• Check and service fire extinguisher often
• The day you wish you had a fire extinguisher is probably too late.

Here at Reliable Solutions we want to encourage you to learn and
understand how your home works. There is nothing more rewarding than
fixing your own home. It is also a great way to save money. With that
comes some serious hazards that can be life threatening, so please take
the proper precautions. Use the proper tools and safety procedures and
don’t rush to get it done. If ever in doubt call a professional.
Under no circumstance is RELIABLE SOLUTIONS HOME INSPECTIONS LLC, employees, members or
any associate to be held liable for any property damage and/or personal injury or death that may come
from performing any actions in this booklet. The homeowner(s) and their representing parties take full
responsibility for their actions in the attempt to fix, repair or replace any components to their home.
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